This list is an approximation of the costs that the Transition Nursing student can expect for the program’s first semester (the semester in which he/she is enrolled in the Transition Nursing class- NUR 201).

- **TUITION:** NUR 201 is a 3 credit hour class. If a student takes that class only, the approximate tuition cost would be **$435** (at $135 per credit hour). Tuition amount will vary depending on the student’s place of residence. This also does not include any of the standard fees, such as technology fees, building maintenance fees, etc.
- **ATI TESTING:** Approximately **$170**.
- **BOOKS:** Textbooks for the NUR 201 course will cost approximately **$375**.
- **SUPPLY KIT:** A bag containing supplies for IV training and other lab experiences costs approximately **$150**.
- **UNIFORMS:** 1 lab jacket= **$35**, 1 white uniform= **$60**, 1 burgundy golf shirt= **$35**. These costs are approximate and may vary depending on size. Uniforms are not required until students are at a clinical site, which does not occur until the student has completed NUR 201. Prior to this, students may wear scrubs.
- **CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK & DRUG SCREEN:** The total for these two screenings is approximately **$80**.
- **iPod TOUCH & SOFTWARE:** This bundle costs approximately **$700** and is used in the clinical setting. Therefore, this purchase may be delayed until the completion of the NUR 201 class. Students are permitted to purchase the software on its own and download it on an electronic device other than the iPod Touch as long as it is compatible, and is approved by the dean of nursing.
- **HEALTH ASSESSMENT & IMMUNIZATIONS:** Charges for this will vary, so check with your healthcare provider.